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7th Grade UNIT 4 - TEST 1

1.  
There are less than four 

hundred Sumatran tigers, so 
we must protect their habitat 

and stop hunting them.    Peter Peter 

Leatherback sea turtles are in 
danger of extinction because 
people destroy their habitat 

and collect their eggs.
GeorgeGeorge

There are no elephant birds 
left on Earth today because 

people hunted them for their 
meat and eggs.HenryHenry

The black mamba is a 
poisonous reptile. It lives 

in the forests of Africa and 
hunts small animals. SteveSteve

According to the information above, who is talking 
about an extinct animal?

A) Peter  B) George 

C) Henry  D) Steve

2. Read the information about kangaroos and 
complete the blank.

Habitat : forests in Australia
Diet : leaves, grass
Kind : mammal
Weight : 90 kg
Height :  2 m
Lifespan : 25 years

Kangaroos .................................... .

A) are large carnivores

B) live both in water and on land

C) are less than fifty kilograms

D) live for more than twenty years

3. The Mediterranean Monk Seals are 
one of the most enormous animals 
in the world. They weigh about 400 
kg and measure about 2.4 m. They 
are carnivores and they eat fish and 
octopus. They generally 
live in silent sea caves. 
These pretty animals 
are becoming extinct 
because of overhunting. 
Fishermen destroy their 
caves and kill them for 
their meat and oil.

There’s NO information in the text about 
Mediterranean Monk Seals’ .................................... .

A) lifespan  B) size 

C) prey  D) habitat

4. George is playing a game. He should choose the 
correct moves to learn about Peter’s favorite animal.

kk kk

kk

It only eats meat.

It’s a long and fast 
animal without legs.

It’s a large animal 
with a long neck and a 

hump on its back.

a carnivore

tiger snake camel hippo

START

a herbivore

Which of the following is Peter’s favourite animal?

A) tiger B) snake 

C) camel D) hippo
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5. Read the information, look at the visuals and answer the question. 

Mr. Jones told his students about the characteristics and habitats of some wild animals in his science class this morning. 
Then, he wanted his students to describe the animals below.

Which of the following descriptions does NOT belong to any of the animals above?

A) 
It is a reptile with strong jaws, 
sharp teeth and short legs. It 

lives both in water and on land. It 
usually lives in marshes and feeds 
on mammals, birds and reptiles. 

 B) It’s a large carnivore with a short 
tail, strong claws, large paws and 

thick fur. It feeds on seals and fish. It 
lives in very cold climate and spends 
most of its life on the sea ice of the 

Arctic Ocean. 

C) It’s a wild animal with a long tail, 
strong claws, sharp teeth and dark 
stripes on its fur. It lives in the jungle 
and hunts at night. Its prey is various 

species of deer and bear.

 D) It’s an enormous mammal with 
tusks, large ears and a long trunk. 

It’s larger than any other land 
mammals. It’s a herbivore and it 

eats grass and leaves. 

6. Read the text about Giant Pandas and answer the question.

Giant Pandas live in the mountains of Central China. 
They are pretty animals with a big head, heavy body, 
rounded ears and a short tail. They are about 140 

kg. and 1.5 m. tall. Their main food is bamboo. People 
cut down bamboo trees for more farmland and kill 

these cute animals for their fur, so they are becoming 
extinct. 

Which of the following questions does NOT have an answer in the text above?

A) How long do they live?   B) What do they eat?

C) How much do they weigh?   D) Why are they endangered? 

7. What’s the correct order of the answers?

a. Do they give birth to their babies?

b. Do they eat plants?

c. Do they weigh more than a few tons?

d. Do they live in the oceans?

1. Yes, they are herbivores.

2. No, they lay eggs.

3. No, their habitat is the jungle.

4. Yes, they are so heavy.

A)  2-4-1-3 B) 3-1-4-2  C) 2- 1-4-3 D) 3-4-1-2
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8. Peter attends Animal Lovers’ Club this year after 
school. Last week, he did some research about the 
reasons why animals become extinct. Here are the 
results of his study:

Which of the following is correct according to the 
graph above?

A) The most important cause of animal extinction is 
diseases.

B) Hunting is the only reason for the extinction of the 
animal species.

C) Habitat loss has fewer negative effects on animals 
than harmful species.

D) Diseases give less harm to animal species than 
pollution.

9. 

Don’t hunt wild 

animals for their 

skin!

Educate people 

about wildlife! 

Don’t wear fur! ............................

WHAT SHOULD WE DO TO SAVE WILDLIFE?

   I.  Stop polluting water and air!

  II.  Don’t destroy forests! 

 III.  Stop protecting their habitats! 

IV.  Plant more trees! 

Which of the following does NOT complete the table 
above?

A)  I  B) II 

C) III  D) IV

10. Read the texts and answer the question.

Dodos lived on an island in the Indian Ocean. 
They were large birds with small wings and 
short legs. These cute birds were about 1 m. 

tall and they weighed about 20 kg. They were 
herbivores. People hunted them for their meat 

and destroyed their habitat. The last dodo 
bird died in 1681.

Mammoths were enormous animals with long 
tusks and a trunk. They weighed about 6 

tons and measured about 5 m. Their habitats 
were the forests and grasslands in northern 

Asia and Europe. They ate plants such as 
grass and leaves. Humans killed them for 

their skin and meat. The last mammoths died 
3700 years ago. 

Which of the following is NOT correct according to 
the texts above?

A) The mammoth was a lot heavier and taller than the 
dodo.

B) Mammoths and dodos lived on land and fed on 
meat.

C) Both dodos and mammoths became extinct so many 
years ago.

D) Mammoths and dodos had different physical 
characteristics.
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